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everyone has heard of the halloween season. well, in the aftermath of the
halloween film series, it was no surprise that the studios began to capitalize on
the popularity of the holiday. it seems that they were unsuccessful, however,

in creating a true sequel to halloween (as the third film in the franchise,
halloween iii: season of the witch). instead, we have a 3-d entry, not a sequel,

and one that is less scary than the original. instead of the masked michael
myers of the previous film, the killer is a man wearing a gray mask. and the

movie is named after the season, not the day, with a halloween theme
throughout. there are a lot of fans of the halloween film series that are anxious

to see the new version. however, this 3-d film is like an entirely different
movie. the new version of halloween (unlike the first two) is a comedy horror
that focuses on a group of teens looking for a place to stay for the halloween
holiday. however, their lives become way more complicated when their new
home is possessed by the spirits of the recently deceased. scream factory

gives halloween iii: season of the witch a devilishly good first 4k ultra hd blu-
ray release. the new 4k transfer is a night and day improvement over the past
2012 disc, the two audio options fit the film - especially the new atmos track,

and fans get the full package of bonus features. it may not be everyones
favorite, but its a solid creeper classic for the spooky time of year.
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recommended. the third movie in the good witch film series is quite possibly
thebest one so far. it's set around christmas time which makes

everythingseem all the more magical and then add in a wedding. it's
incrediblyexciting to finally see cassie and jake coming together in

holymatrimony and the beginnings of their new little family.there are of course
the usual challenges this time in the form of poortime management and a

bank robber. it adds another emotional layer tothe film and makes you root for
their success. nobody wants to seeanybody fail around christmas and you
can't help but hope for a specialchristmas miracle. i don't care how many

clichs they squeeze intothese movies as i just can't get enough of their feel
good optimism.
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finally, scream factory has released the film in a good home, as the only 4k
release of the series. and this particular release of halloween iii: season of the
witch comes with a few extra goodies and dolby vision hdr technology. on the
image quality front, it looks quite good, with a clean transfer, solid blacks, and
decent detail. it does suffer from the similar issues to the previous releases,
including inconsistent contrast and inconsistent exposure. but that is a minor

complaint. the audio is a little better, with the dolby atmos audio track in
place, which i was pleasantly surprised with. the bonus features are a little

disappointing. the only thing of note is a new audio commentary, with tommy
lee wallace. its a little dry and not as entertaining as the usual scream factory

commentary tracks. the disc also comes with a new behind the scenes
featurette, which is more of a featurette on the film itself. there is also an

archival interview with director tommy lee wallace, as well as an interview with
actress heather langenkamp, who was also in halloween iii: season of the

witch. but other than that, the disc is pretty much a "drive-by" feature, as it
doesn't go into any of the bonus features of the previous releases. this isn't a

bad thing, but this disc doesnt seem like it has all that much to offer in the
bonus features department. halloween iii: season of the witch gets a 4k uhd
release from scream factory, and while its not exactly the best disc of the
franchise, it is a solid release. the video looks good, with good blacks and

detail. the audio is also good, with an atmos track and decent audio that gets
even better with the hdr technology. 5ec8ef588b
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